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Transfers & Optional Tours
Cascais

5 to 9 June 2023



SUNSET CRUISE

Enjoy the beautiful coast line of Cascais 
Bay in the golden hour on a fantastic sunset Cruise!

This experience will start in Cascais where you'll meet the crew to start
a private cruise through the coastline of this wonderful city.

 
Once in the water, get ready to relish a relaxing cruise along the ocean
with the city's stunning coastline views at sunset.   
Don't miss the opportunity to admire the landscapes from another
perspective. The picturesque fishing boats, the beaches, the old forts
along the shore and the magnificent views of Sintra makes this tour an
unforgettable experience.  
Don’t forget to bring your camera to immortalise the views and we
promise you will return to the hotel relaxed and amazed!

Available 7th June. Includes: 2-Hour Sunset Cruise, Pick-up and Drop-off| Notes: Possibility to add Soft Bar and Catering. | 
Duration of the cruise: 2 Hours. Prices: Private Boat Charter - 180€ per person, minimum 45 people. Non-private from 45€.



LISBON, THE CITY OF SEVEN-HILLS
Discover the heart and soul of Lisbon. You’ll view Lisbon
from different perspectives, always, with the Tagus River
and the seven hills in its character.
Enter into fascinating Lisbon’s history and embrace it’s medieval side! Visit
the St.George’s Castle and see Lisbon’s Se Cathedral. Discover an esoteric
side in Lisbon Downtown and know everything about the rebuilding of a
city devasted by a terrible earthquake. Stop at Comercio Square where you
can imagine the caravels arriving from discovering the world…

 
In this tour you will have the opportunity to see the most amazing
viewpoints of Lisbon, like Eduardo VII Park, São Pedrode Alcântara
viewpoint and the magic Nossa Senhorado Monte.

 
After a typical lunch, you will visit the neighbourhood that honours the
golden age of discovery-Belém! Enter inside the church of Jeronimos
Monastery, see the Belem Tower and be in the top of the world while
appreciating the Discoveries Monument. Before heading back to Cascais,
you will have the opportunity to taste one of the most famous pastries in
Lisbon, with a super-secret recipe that only three people know and it is
passed through generations for more than 150 years… the Pastel de Belém!

Includes: Bus & English-Speaking Guide through the whole service, Entrance to St George’s Castle, Lunch in a typical restaurant and tasting of the Belém Custard Tart
Prices: 8-hour tour - 117€ per person. 4-hour tour - 88€ per person, minimum 25 people. 



WONDERS OF SINTRA

Get ready to visit a place full of magic and mystery, where Nature
and Man have combined in such a perfect symbiosis that UNESCO
has granted it World Heritage Site status: Sintra!

Once you arrive at the village, you will head up and climb the Moon
Hill to Pena Palace, a fantasy palace mixing details inspired by the
Gothic, Manueline, Moorish and Renaissance styles, creating one of
the finest examples of European Romanticism.

 
After visiting one of the world's most magnificent palaces, we will go
downtown where you will have some free time to wander through the
lovely streets that look like you are in a movie. And don't miss the
chance to taste the famous Travesseiros at Piriquita's bakery before
you leave! Then you will enjoy a delicious traditional lunch!

 
Before returning to Cascais, you will drive through a panoramic scenic
view along the coast until you reach the western most point of
continental Europe, Caboda Roca. Look out at the infinite blue of the
wild Atlantic Ocean, once believed to be the end of the world until the
14th century.

Includes: Bus& English-Speaking Guide through the whole service, Entrance to Pena Palace, Lunch in a typical restaurant.
Prices: 8-hour tour - 114€ per person. 4-hour tour - 85€ per person, minimum 25 people. 



QUAD BIKE IN THE MAGICAL SINTRA EXPERIENCE

This is an emotionally different experience: a route through nature at a
controlled speed, but where adrenaline knows no limits. Get ready for a
fantastic experience of the nature around you and make pauses to rest
and admire the wonderful views. You will experience the surrounding
atmosphere, the magic and natural beauty, and the surprises of the
landscape multiply unforgettable moments!

Available 6th or 9th June. Includes: English-Speaking guide through the activity, Safety equipment, support car, water, pick-up and drop-off
Duration: 80 Min or 190 Min | Notes: Possibility to have a Combo 4x4 with Quad Bikes and Buggy. 
Necessary Items: Comfortable clothing and shoes (to get dirty), jacket, sun-cream. Driver's license and identification required. Not recommended for pregnant women.
Prices: 133€ per person, minimum 20 people. 

Experience something like never before! Fill yourself up with
adrenaline and take a quad bike ride through off-road trails of the
magical forests of Sintra.



SURF SCHOOL

It’s no secret that Portugal has some of the best waves in
the world and you will get the chance to learn how to surf
these waves in an exciting surf class!
Portugal, being a coastline country, is considered one of the best
places in the world to Surf, and the Sintra Coastline in particular is
geographically blessed. It benefits from picking up any swell the
Atlantic is producing.

The summer months can be flat elsewhere in Europe, whereas the
local beach breaks around the Sintra area rarely see the waves
disappear. The abundant beach breaks and wedges light upon all
swell directions giving endless possibilities to score perfect
uncrowded waves.

 
Here you will learn all about etiquette and how to stay safe in the
water, as well as all the best tips and tricks to create the solid
foundations of a surfer. Don’t forget to have fun!

Available 6th or 9th June. Includes: Private group lesson, English-speaking teacher, all the necessary equipment, Pick up and Drop Off | 
Duration of the activity: 1:30 Hours. Price: 59€ per person, minimum 10 people.



GROOVY FOOD & WINE LOVERS TOUR

Hop on a fun fleet of restored vintage VW Vans and embark on
a delicious exploration through the best of Cascais and Guincho!

Your foodie expert guides will present you to some of their favourite
shellfish caught in the area and many other seafood delicacies the
Portuguese go crazy for. Along the way stroll through Cascais and find
out about the village’s rich history of kings and queens and all the spy
stories from WWII. A visit to Cascais would not be complete without a
visit to the very first gelato store in Portugal, for a taste of their
signature fruit (or other surprise flavour specialties) gelato creations, and
a pit-stop at a tavern for a glass of “ginjinha”.

 
Since this tour isn’t just eating, you will also visit a vineyard to get to
know a bit more about the wines of this region while having a great wine
tasting in an emblematic place where you will discover more about
Portuguese wines and why they are so unique!

 
The VW Van's will be with you for the whole tour so there will be no
shortage of fun photo-ops that will be worthy to share with your friends
and family and also remember this fantastic tour afterwards.

Available 6th or 9th June. Includes: English-Speaking Guide, Revamped VW Vans for Transportation, Cascais light walking tour, gelato tasting, Ginjinha Tasting, Seafood Tasting
(wines included), vineyard visit and wine tasting. | Duration of the activity (excluding transfers): 4 Hours. Price: 147€ per person, minimum 15 people.



TRANSFERS

Transfers from Lisbon Airport to the hotel in Cascais are available to
book. Night transfers run from 10pm until 7am. Prices are per vehicle.

Number of people             Day price          Night price
 

1-3

4-7

8-19

20-49

57€

71€

326€

375€

74€

91€

395€

470€



OBRIGADO


